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PREFACE 

Lattice dynamical r3tudies of solidi.; are a pre-requisite 

for proper understanding of numerous properties of solids. 

During the -,-)st two 3ecnde2 or so, the lattice dynamics of 

metals ha received con:Aderable theoretical and experimental 

attention, especially because of the presence of conduction 

electrons. Recent developments in neutron in-elastic scattering 

technique to study the vartuus properties have opened new 

avenues 1:or theoretical research. Side by side, more accurate 

theories, based on much more sound footing and having least 

approximations, have been developed to interpret the experimental 

data. Particularly, the case of metals has been very interest- 

bocaue or role of electron-ion interaction. Treatment o 

the electron-ion intraction which is a many body interaction 

charactefized by long range screening of ions by electrons, has 

been problematic, iJhenomenoloical theoriesI  have been develop-

ed to incorpon,to it explicitly, but these all have met with 

limitel suceof,. In the recent past, the pseudopotential 

theory 	has emerged as one of the most simple and most power- 

ful technique to study the electron-ion interaction. The first 

principle non-local pseudopotentials were found to be very 

difficult to handle owing to the tremendous computational labour 

involved in it. Later it was found that the non-local part of 

the pseudopotential can be replaced by an effective term contain-

ing few parameters. Such as approach wto originally adopted. by 



Heine and Abarerov. The oseudopotential has been applied 

quite successfully in interpreting atomic electronic and 

numerou3 other electrical and thermal propertieF; of metals. 

The trplication of pseu(lopontiais and model pots 

in explaininL; the proprties oZ 	0:3n be divided into two 

aspects. On one hand, the empirical data rin?; to properties 

uch a Farmi suraces, optical abnorption spectra or phonon 

spectra can be fitted to some effective poti:mtial containing 

adjustable 2arameters. On the other hand, one can calculate 

pseuGootential, clnd model potenials from i-first principles and 

apply the re;:lult6 to calculate the measured properties. The 

two point: of view complement to one another allow the model 

potoutiril to ourve AS a meeting ground between theory and experi-

ment. Cohen and fleine5  have review6 this technique and have 

ummtArimd the empirical model potentials which have been 

obtained for a large number o± elements. 

In view of the success of the pseudopotntial approach in 

the ::A.mple and the noble metals, it is worthwhile to test the 

formulation to triition metel. The transition metals have 

1,1rge incomplete d-snells. The c1-electron; ;re neither suffi-

ciently bound to tic atom for' them to be unaltered in the 

metallic state nor sufficieatly free for them to have a slowly 

Varying pseudowave function Permitting the appliotion of per-

turb%tinn treatment. Nevertheless, most properties of metals 



depend upon integrals over the s-like and d--like states and 

in many cases meaningful values may be obtained in both simple 

and trn.nsition metals in terms of simple perturbation theory. 

In both the simple and the transition metals the pseudopotential 

equation i3; valid starting point. 

In the present investigation, the author has used a model 

pseudopotontial for transition metals which includes in a 

simple parametric way all the features dictated by the physic 

of the situation. The inve s tigations have been carried out 

under the following two phases. 

In the first phase of investigations, (i.e. using tight 

binding approach) ,the physical origin, of the anomalies in the 

phonon diporsion curves of transition metals have been found, to 

lio in thu q-dependence of the electron-ion form, factor. The 

worm factor plays an important role in determining the phonon 

dispersion. In aw evaluation of phonon dispersion curves of 

transition. metals (i.e. Vanadium, Niobium, Tantalum, Chromium, 

Molybdenum ;And. Tungsten), the dynamical matrix elements D4( q) 

are composed of three contributions i.e. coulombian contribution 

D 
	1 ' th D kq) the tight binding contribution DI  (q) and electronic 4 •  

E 
contribution D(q). The energy wave number characteristic 

function F(q), the Hartrec dielectric function E(q), the local 

field correction G(q) are used in the calculations as given by 

5ingwi at a17  and modified dielectric function e*(q) as given 



by Moriarty8. Overall the agreement is fair but more remarkable 

is reproduction of the anomalous features of the phonon disper-

sion. On comparison between author's and Animalu's9 results, 

the trend in the phonon dispersion curves is in author's favour, 

In the second phase of investigations (i.e. using effective 

mass correction approach),the hybridization plays a very impor-

tant role in determining the electron-phonon interaction matrix 

elements. The effect of hybridization has been incorporated 

in terms of an effective mass, which depends upon d-state 

radius of the transition metals as defined by Harrison and. 

Froyen10. In the calculation of phonon dispersion curves of • 

transition metals, the dynamical matrix elements Dap(q) again 

are assumed to be composed of two contributions, i.e. the 

coulomblan contribution Do (q) and electronic contribution D( up 

The entire work is being presented in five chapters. A 

chapter-wise summary is given below. 

The first chapter is int;rodue:tory one and the physical 

concepts of pseudopotential, the excerpts from pseudopotential 

theory along with a review of different forms of pseudopotentials 

have been presented. Various theories developed so far have been 

briefly discussed. The simplicity and wide applicability of 

the pseudopotential approach have been discussed. 

In the second chapter, the Fourier transform of unscreened 

transition metal model potential has been taken which is further 



divided by a Hartrce dielectric functions  modified ccording to 
Singwi et all  to include the effect o exchange and correlation 
between conduction eloctrons 9  to obtain the tcreened form factor. 
Th trahitiozi metal model potential contins two arbitrcly 

parJmeters which have been evaluated by fittirm to experimental 

phonon frequencies at zone boundaries. riT)ps the calculation of 
form fc)ctors  enorgy wavo number characte, ristic and. G(0 function 
is straidht forward. 

The third chapter mainly deals with the dynamical matrl • 

parameterisatioA of psudopotentiai, the computation of the 

phonon dl:Iprsion reintlons in tram)ition metals (i.e. Vanadium, 

Niobiums  Tantalum, Chromium, Molybdenum and Tungsten) using 

the model potntial and elf consistent dielectric function of 

W.ngwi et al. The theoretical results of ijhonon dispersion 

cury 	beh found to be in ;;ood adreemnt with the e:coori- 

ment for n11 the transition metals, except for chromium, moly-

bdenum add. tunL;sten because the t,rvihsverse branch T1  in [110] 
direction. (in the fir, t phase nf lnvesigations) i;.1 not upo 

ngrnoment in vetch case. It is worthwhilo to report 

that the model ootntial also repreuces the observed crossing 

of tnInswrse branch over the longitudinal one in [100] direc-

tion in the case of niobium and tantalum and crossing of the 

two transverse branches in the [110] direction. in the case 

o'2 niobium and tungsten. 



Chapter fourth je'Als with the thurmal propertios, such as 

bindir— energy, 	jc constants and oofliprLs ibi1a.ty. Appropri- 

1ory is also 	T1i.: results o calculations tre given 

in ',.'hular form. 

Ghv[,or fifth C,,l. with Lhe electron transJort pro,dortios, 

uch nS uluCtriCo resintivity and thormoulctric power of molton 

tr,nsition mucals. The thoory olf scattering probability :,nd 

Ziman's t:loory of ol,:ctrical r2sistivity aro discussed in 

Th.;,  structure factor SN, appertring in Lho tro:ory, 

u::(1 from thu experimental results of Wad a et al1 

It is evidont from the presunt investigntion that the used 

model potential succosfully interprets almost all the proper-

tior3 om transition nictls nnd ,,tabli3hu2 in 1. L3 own right its 

ortan 	in tho 	of tho lattic„: dyl,v114. 2rom tho 

prcont study one mv rain cofie,once in choosing thi4; form of 

moul Ntentini nnd applyin it'Go study othop various proOer-

tics of transition metals. 

The investitions hoyu ruLiulted in tho following 

publiutions:- 

Lattice dynamics of tantalum: a psoudopotential approach. 

IL Nuovo cimonto l'Ap 498 (1981). 

2. 	Phonon anomalies in transition mutals. 

Physic status Solidi (b) .1UE 	K-113 (1981). 
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3. 	Phonon anomalies in niobium using a model potential 
approach. 

J. Phys. 300. Japan, 151, 111 (1982). 

?honan nnJmalies of 5:Untluill : a pseudopotontial approch. 
"Atclor AlyLicf3 and. Solid 3tate Phyics 8ymposium (Organi-
sed by Dep:),rtnent of Atomic .1i;nergy, Government of India), 
T3nnaran Hindu University, Vranasi (1982) 9  313A-4. 

5. 	Lnttice dynamics of b.c.c. transition metals. 

(Communicted to Phil oophical Magazine)'. 
G. 	The eloctric1 resitivity of molten transition metals. 

(Cominuricted to Tsica B 
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